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Condition: New. 221 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Ian Thomas is beloved around the world as the
singer/songwriter of such smash hits as Painted Ladies; Hold
On, and Right Before Your Eyes, along with hits written for
Santana, Chicago, Manfred Mann and America. Now the
creative force that gave us so many classic hit songs has
turned to novel writing - and what a novel: Bequest tells the
story of a Canadian-American university professor beset with
visions of dire things past, present and future; of death and
tragedy and dark secrets hidden in the American countryside.
Thomas breathes life into his characters and keeps heart rates
soaring as he skilfully takes the plot through unexpected twists
and turns and masterfully builds tension to the breaking point.
I couldn t put the damn thing down. tightly crafted. lots of
pithy observations on life, sexual relations, ethics, morality and
politics. action-packed and fast-moving - I wish I owned the
movie rights - enjoy the ride! - From the Foreword by Murray
McLauchlan.
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The book is great and fantastic. It usually does not price excessive. I am happy to tell you that this is the greatest ebook
i actually have read during my personal existence and can be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Abbie Feest-- Abbie Feest

Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . B la z e R unolfsson IV-- Dr . B la z e R unolfsson IV
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